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Azuma Kazuo_The Famous Educator and Researcher of  
Russian Language and Russian Literature and  
the Founder of Institute of Russian Language ?MIR? in Japan  
?Documents and Materials about Azuma Kazuo and Commentary?
Akira Shimada
Azuma Kazuo is a famous educator and researcher of russian language and russian literature and 
the founder of Institute of russian language ?MIR? in Japan. He has translated and published many books 
and his Institute has produced many great scolars, teachers, interpreters, translators, and diplomats etc.
He has been stayed in Soviet Union since 1941 until 1957. But nothing was known about him 
excluding the fact that he was working in japanese section of Radio Moscow  ?Radiobroadcasting 
programms in japanese in Khabarovsk and later in Moscow? and in japanese section of the Publishing 
Company of Foreign Language in Moscow ?later named ?PROGRESS??. It is unknowned why and how 
he entered into Russia. The individual file of Azuma Kazuo was discovered in Russian State Archive of 
Socio-Political History ?Comintern Archives, RGASPI in Moscow?recently. This paper intends to 
reproduce person?s real image ?activity? of Azuma based on these historical materials and presents future 
tasks.
This paper condists of four sections: first, sammery of his life; second, commentary of his documents
?his life in before entry to USSR, activity in Khabarovsk and Moscow, etc.?; third, his document; fourth, 
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